
Geomancy Group website enquiries 2015-16
General note - the high numbers of enquries from North America this year probably relates to an internet TV pay-view programme 'Gaia TV' in which the Geomancy Group was mentioned.

date name enquiry action follow-up

17/11/2015 Susan Ireland consultation in Corfe Castle - past client of Susie's referred to Shaun ?

04/12/2015 Nancy Therapist -general comments about GS in Central Scotland GG responded n/a

06/12/2015 Evelyn Beaulay "How do I become a geomancer?" referred to BSD EE courses thanks, asked for any more suggestions re 

training.

06/12/2015 Donna Shui GS problem following construction in BC, Canada Referred to Questers or offered remote work Contacted Tyson Banighen (Questers)

22/12/2015 Nancy Costa Dowser from northern CA Looking for classes. Had ripped off 

our geomancy info page for her own website.

Suggested attending West Coast Conference and 

contacting Feather Anderson, also please provide 

acknowledgement on website

Apologised, website updated with credit 

and  link (which I've just checked and it 

refers back to her own site!)

15/01/2016 Vava seeking practitioner in Florida Referred to ASD and offerred remote work thanks, but no follow up

19/01/2016 Alina Jarhl Help dealing with water vein in northern Alberta, Canada Referred to CSD and offered remote work none

25/01/2016 Judi Help with underground water problems in Cardiff referred to Shaun/Patrick/Giulia Shaun consulted

28/01/2016 Andrew Davies Proposing year-long study of earth energies at megalithic 

sites

pointed out difficulties with this idea, referred to 

BSD EEG and DRG work.

thanks received

24/02/2016 Cynthis San Bernadino, CA seeking a group near her Referred to ASD none

27/02/2016 Marza Millar Native American geomancer seeks to join Geomancy Group sent stock response none

14/03/2016 Eve Hennessa Earth energy dowser, Washington DC, seeks to join 

Geomancy Group or other people.

sent stock response, referred to ASD, suggested 

ASD conference.

thanks received

29/03/2016 Paul Ridlon Druid from New England, fan of Patrick, knows Kiarna Referred to Patrick, Kiarna, Ivan thanks received. (Did he contact Patrick?)

01/04/2016 William Robinson offering help with creating new website for free ignored as spam, given the date!

22/04/2016 Tanja Hosch Seeking consultation in Bromley referred to Jewels and Richard ?

22/04/2016 Charmaine Graves seeking group in Forres signed up for GG mailing list

24/04/2016 Richard Bell Looking for research on Earth's magnetic fields..? Ignored - spam website

25/04/2016 Rebecca Truly Stuart Florida - wanted advice on yard care referred to ASD directory none

18/05/2016 Heidi Farrell North Carolina - Seeks formal geomancy training Referred to ASD and their convention thanks received

20/05/2016 Monica Larsson seeing consultation in Cambridge Referred to Sara client found some free solutions

04/08/2016 Giovanni Amati seeks consultation in Ontario referred to Susan Collins (about 2 miles away) Susan reported successful consultation

09/08/2016 Fiona Banner rebuild house in Sussex, wanted it checked referred to Richard & Jewels ?

13/08/2016 Jason Crocket Poltergeist issue - near Bristol referred to Shaun (busy), Patrick & Giulia (away) "Too late, I've gone to Christ and sorted a 

lot of things."

15/08/2016 Chetan Parekh India - inventor of widgets, seeking Group membership stock response, suggested BSD Affiliated group in 

Mumbai

sent some links to his website

23/08/2016 Tajudeen Akeem 

Olupitan

"why have I not made it in life? what are the causes? a lot of 

debts." Did not respond.

**website enquiry of the year 

award**
27/08/2016 Gaby Southampton, looking for ley map or any help Suggested a consultation no response.

31/08/2016 Yehudah Goldberg seeking directions to Breemie labyrinth provided none



01/09/2016 Electra Briggs seeks conultation in Texas refered to ASD or offered remote working none

11/09/2016 Kate Hewett seeks consultation in Bovey Tracey, Devon referred to John & Jill TBA

18/09/2016 Carmen "Can I use the energy from a ley line for astral projetion?" GG responded






